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A B S T R A C T

The increased complexity of electric distribution networks, entails higher requirements on the interoperability
between the information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure and the power system. In current
literature, distribution network monitoring methods require reliable operation of the ICT infrastructure, and de-
pend on load estimation accuracy in cases of unavailable measurements. In the low voltage (LV) distribution
network, ICT infrastructure is sensible to noise and congestion, and load estimation is challenged by irrational
consumer behaviour. Such limitation impede the implementation of currently proposed methods. The conditions
are complicated further when considering the impact of emerging data privacy concerns that can prevent utiliza-
tion of household consumption data.

Therefore, this work proposes a novel method for voltage magnitude interval estimation by utilizing the in-
formation from existing data acquisition systems in LV distribution networks. The proposed method is based on
knowledge of load connection, and estimates the entire radial feeder voltage magnitude conditions from mea-
surements of voltage magnitudes from minimum one node. The proposed method can therefore be implemented
on existing ICT infrastructure and effectively keeps the privacy of consumers consumption profiles. The ability
of the proposed method to estimate the feeder voltage interval is illustrated by an example and evaluated using
Monte Carlo simulations for different meter distribution and accuracy scenarios.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the information and communication technology
(ICT) infrastructure connected to the power system has seen a gradual
upgrade through digitalization of substations and deployment of smart
meters [1,2]. While these infrastructure changes improve measurement
availability, the size, diversity and distribution of the power system
complicates network monitoring with increased requirements on data
communication, processing and analysis [3].

The investment in ICT infrastructure is entailed by the electrifi-
cation of services and ongoing implementation of distributed genera-
tion, which has increased the complexity of distribution networks. This
change is especially true at the low voltage (LV) level, due to high R/X
ratios, unbalanced phases, and uncertainties regarding grid interactions
at individual load points. Such networks require improved operational
assessment to accommodate higher levels of renewable integration and
activation of smart grid strategies, that can support the grid through
active participation of distributed energy resources (DERs), e.g. photo-
voltaics (PV) and electric vehicles (EVs).

The challenge in both the physical and cyber system aspects of a
modern power system has entailed a transition of the traditional power
system into a cyber-physical system [4]. In this context, applications

are being developed to exploit the information harvested by the ICT in-
frastructure, providing an overview of network operation. On the distri-
bution grid side, there exists different approaches to estimate the opera-
tion. The simplest method is through direct measurements of secondary
transformer loading. While this simple approach historically has been
applicable in traditional distribution networks, a large degree of uncer-
tainty is expected in future distribution networks due to the electrifica-
tion of residential services and intermittent nature of renewables [5]. As
a consequence, different methods propose to implement additional mea-
surement points within distribution networks [6,7].

Using a higher spatial resolution of meters within the distribution
network enables observation of network conditions through acquiring
consumption measurements, and calculating the power flow through
methods designed for radial feeders, such as the DistFlow branch flow
method [8–10]. Since the distributed sensors have imperfect accuracy,
different computational approaches to uncertainty modeling in power
flow exists, including probabilistic and interval arithmetic based meth-
ods [11]. Such methods give an estimation of the grid conditions, and
therefore provide a useful indication of the operational conditions [12].

For a more detailed assessment of network operation, distribution
system state estimation (DSSE) methods are proposed. In comparison
to state estimators at transmission level, DSSEs are more complicated
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due to the physical characteristics and the inferior performance and re-
liability of the cyber system in distribution networks [13,14]. Current
research in DSSE has moved from considering different state variables
and state equation representations [15–17], towards utilization of the
increased meter distribution that are based on an assumption of time
synchronized measurement acquisition [18,19]. But while transmission
networks metering assests are connected through mainly optical fibres,
distribution network communication infrastructure is less reliable and
more vulnerable to noise and congestion [20,21]. Therefore, the imple-
mentation of DSSE is heavily impeded by the ICT infrastructure, which
has been revealed in different demonstration studies [22,23].

To deal with the incomplete datasets from unreliable ICT infrastruc-
ture, pseudo-measurement generation methods are proposed to give an
idea of the load point interactions and thereby estimate/model load
point behaviour in distribution networks [24]. While such effort can be
accurate at medium voltage (MV) level due to the aggregation of load
points, the LV load points are directly dependent on irrational consumer
behaviour, making load modelling challenging and impeding the imple-
mentation of DSSE in existing ICT infrastructure. Furthermore, state of
the art in distribution network monitoring, requires representation of
active and reactive power at each load point in the network [20]. With
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) activated by the Euro-
pean Union (EU), consumers have more control over their personal data,
including the consumption data from residential smart meters [25]. A
complete set of smart meter data is therefore not guaranteed for the ex-
ecution of the DistFlow or DSSE methods.

Considering the limitations in current state of the art in DistFlow and
DSSE, the work presented in this paper propose a novel method that
can estimate network voltage conditions without complete datasets and
without utilizing consumer consumption data. The minimum amount of
data required by the proposed algorithm is three-phased voltage mag-
nitude measurements from one arbitrary node in the feeder, however,
voltage readings from additional nodes can be included to narrow the
estimated voltage interval of the entire feeder. Since the algorithm can
execute with one measurement, issues with ICT infrastructure perfor-
mance are overcome. Furthermore, the proposed method only consid-
ers the per phase voltage magnitude, which does not directly reveal the
consumption pattern of the consumer.

The proposed method is based on knowledge of the load connection
and connected equipment, and provides an estimation of the voltage in-
terval of a radial feeder. As distribution networks have high R/X ratios,
the complex current has an impact on the worst case voltage magnitudes
in the network. Therefore, the proposed method includes an estimation
of worst case line current magnitude and angle in each line segment of
the LV feeder, where the worst case conditions are defined as those that
cause the largest deviation in voltage magnitude across the conductor.
Utilizing the worst case current interval, the methodology estimates an
interval of all possible voltage magnitudes at all nodes and phases of
the feeder. The method differentiates from existing distribution network
monitoring methods, as it is capable of estimating the network condi-
tions using the existing ICT infrastructure, does not require time syn-
chronism of measurements, and considers data privacy concerns regard-
ing consumption information from smart meters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed voltage interval estimation method, including the estima-
tion of worst case current magnitude and angle boundaries. In Section
3 a test feeder is described together with an analysis of the results from
case studies. Section 4 discuss the possible application of the proposed
method, and Section 5 concludes.

2. Methodology

The proposed methodology for voltage magnitude interval estima-
tion is intended for application in radial distribution networks. Here,
especially at a LV level, unbalanced operation is a possible and likely
scenario. Therefore, the proposed method considers all three phases.

An illustration of the method initialization and execution is shown in
Fig. 1.

Execution of the estimation method is initiated with the acquisition
of a voltage magnitude measurements from an arbitrary node within
the feeder as shown in Fig. 1. With the existing deployment of smart
meters, forecasted to reach 1 billion devices globally in 2022 [26], and
their configuration capabilities, these devices are considered suitable as
data sources for the proposed method. Besides the acquisition of volt-
age measurements, the proposed method is based on feeder informa-
tion which is included in the initialization phase. The feeder informa-
tion must therefore be represented with a specific syntax as described in
Section 2.1.

In addition to the specific feeder information, the proposed method
requires an estimation of the worst case current interval of each conduc-
tor as illustrated in Fig. 1. These are estimated through the methodol-
ogy described in Section 2.2. In this work, the worst case current is that
which causes the most severe change in voltage magnitude across the
conductor. Therefore, the worst case current magnitude is described by
its maximum in either direction through a conductor, and determined
by the distribution of connected loads in the feeder as well as the topol-
ogy of the feeder as described in Section 2.2.1.

In addition, the angle of the conductor current has a considerable
impact on the voltage. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 through the included
complex current from the worst case current estimation. The definition
of the worst case current angle is equal to that of the magnitude. Its es-
timation process is described in Section 2.2.2.

With an overview of the worst case current interval in polar form
for each feeder conductor, the interval of feeder voltage magnitudes can
be estimated as measurements are received. The proposed calculation
method, shown in the dark grey box in Fig. 1, executes based on the re-
ceived reading and rated accuracy of the meters. The resulting interval
encapsulates the actual voltage profile, and the entire estimation process
is described in details in Section 2.3.

2.1. Feeder information

For convenience, the feeder information is represented using matrix
notation. The first matrix is a bus incidence matrix and contains infor-
mation about the connection between lines and nodes in the network.
Each row in the LN-matrix represent a line in the feeder, and each col-
umn in the matrix represent a node. LN is therefore a Nl×Nn(0,1)-ma-
trix, where Nl is the number of lines in the feeder and Nn is the number
of nodes. An element (r,c), in the LN matrix, is equal to 1 when repre-
senting a connection between the r’th line and c’th node.

The second matrix of a particular feeder is defined as the LL-matrix.
This matrix is a Nl×Nn(0,1)-matrix, where each row represents each
line and each column represents each node. This matrix describes the

Fig. 1. Flowchart describing the execution of the proposed methodology. Information out-
side the light grey box only needs update in case of network configuration changes.
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shortest path of lines connecting a node to the root-node. In this way,
if the c’th node connects to the root-node through lines 1, 2 and 3, the
three first rows in column c are equal to 1 while all other elements in
the column are equal to 0.

2.2. Line current interval estimation

With the interval arithmetic approach described in [12], the line cur-
rent intervals are expressed through a minimum, , and a maximum

for each line segment l∈Nl and each of the three phases p. The out-
come of the first step of the proposed method is likewise a current inter-
val matrix for each line segment l and phase p as shown in (1).

(1)

2.2.1. Line current magnitude interval
Estimating the magnitude of the line current intervals in (1) utilize

prior knowledge of network and load point information. Considering the
network in Fig. 2 with an external grid connection at node N1, and con-
suming units connected to nodes N2 to N7, and conductors connecting
the nodes.

The maximum line current to be expected in the line segment be-
tween nodes N1 and N2 is estimated as the sum of maximum phase cur-
rents in each of the consumers connected to node downwards from node
N2. That is, the combined maximum current from loads at nodes N2
to N7. This estimation can be done for all the conductors in the radial
feeder using the LL-matrix formed in Section 2.1, and the feeder load
point limits.

The load point information is assumed known through an overview
of large consuming equipment, e.g. EVs and heat pumps (HPs), and gen-
eral residential consumption limited by fuses, i.e. 13 A per phase in Den-
mark. Therefore, a matrix containing the load limit of current draw per
phase and node can be constructed as in (2).

(2)

The expected maximum current in each line l and phase p, repre-
sented by in (1) can be calculated by transforming the results of
(3) into a column vector of length 3·Nl.

(3)

Fig. 2. Simple two node system.

The minimum line current magnitude is found in a similar way as for
the maximum, and if all connected load points are purely con-
sumption. However, modern distribution networks can be bidirectional,
meaning , with a negative current direction, if a generating unit
is connected to phase p. As for the estimation of maximum line current,
it is assumed that the network operator knows about connected units
capable of injecting current into the LV network, e.g. PV plants and bat-
teries.

2.2.2. Line current angle interval
Estimating the current angle intervals for each phase and each line

segment is more complicated than for the magnitude as it depends on
the specific line impedance matrix Zl. This is further complicated by the
inclusion of a neutral conductor and the geometry of LV network cables
and overhead lines, making the impedance matrix non-bisymmetrical.
The three-phase conductors will therefore experience different voltage
drop at equal current angles. Furthermore, the worst case current angle
combination depends on the combination of current magnitudes for the
specific line segment.

Therefore, estimation of the current angle interval, resulting in the
most severe voltage drop across a line segment, can be done through
solving a non-linear optimization problem considering the current mag-
nitudes intervals estimated in Section 2.2.1. Solving this optimization
problem, gives the most severe and therefore optimal combination of
current angles of a line segment.

To simplify the estimation of the current angle interval, the two op-
timization problems are combined as a single minimization problem.
This is possible since the current direction simply changes the sign of
the voltage change at the receiving end. Therefore, an overall objective
function f can be formulated for each line l and extreme e (minimum or
maximum), using Ohm’s law as shown in (4), subject to the constraints
described in (5), which ensures a single solution to the non-linear pro-
gramming problem.

(4)

Subject to

(5)

where and are the line l, extreme e, phase p current magni-
tude and angle, respectively, and and θjp are the node j, phase
p voltage magnitude and angle, respectively. The sending end com-

plex voltage, is assumed

as and the two other phases are assumed evenly

phase shifted 120°. For convenience in evaluating the resulting current
angles, the voltage phase angels are added in the phase current angles
in (4). A magnitude imbalance at the sending end has no impact on the

3
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optimal solution, only the objective value in (4), and the three phases
are therefore assumed to have balanced magnitudes.

An imbalance in the sending end voltage angle however will affect
the optimal solution. This effect is however only limited while consid-
ering a maximum allowed voltage unbalance factor (VUF) of 2% ac-
cording to EN 50160 [27]. The sending end voltage angle is assumed
balanced in the proposed method, and the impact of this assumption is
evaluated in Section 3 through a probabilistic sensitivity analysis.

The optimization problem in (4) and (5) is solved twice for each line
segment, once for each interval extreme. This gives the needed quanti-
ties in the phasor representation of the line current interval matrix in
(1). Since the interval matrix only change due to changes in the load
composition and long term degradation of feeder infrastructure from
partial discharges and other phenomenons, this part of the methodology
only requires long-term updating.

2.3. Voltage magnitude assessment

The voltage magnitude interval describes the estimated extremes
and for each node n and phase p. These results are the out-

put of the proposed method and are structured as in (6).

(6)

The two matrices LN, and LL are central in the proposed algorithm
and only depend on the feeder information. When considering acquiring
an arbitrary node measurement, additionally one vector and one matrix
are formed to estimate the feeder voltage intervals.

The vector N is constructed and used to index the location of the re-
ceived measurement. Therefore, this vector is of size Nn×1 and contains

zeros and a single 1 element. The non-zero element represents the
node under consideration, which changes as the algorithm advances.

With the vector N, a diagonal matrix CL can be formed, which de-
fines the lines connected to that node. The matrix CL is calculated using
(7).

(7)

2.3.1. Algorithm flow
The proposed algorithm is developed for execution each time an ar-

bitrary node voltage magnitude reading is acquired by the control cen-
ter from node nacq. For the acquired measurement, the sensor accuracy
classification is given by datasheets according to standards such as IEC
62053. This error classification is used to form an interval by adding
and subtracting the indicated measurement error to the acquired volt-
age magnitude reading. This gives the initial interval at the node nacq
with the boundaries and . The acquisition initiates the al-
gorithm described in Algorithm 1, by increasing the size of the indexa-
tion vector Nidx to one, with the element being equal to the nacq node
number. The role of the indexation vector is to control the sequence of
node voltage estimations from the measurement node nacq and ensure
that all nodes are estimated.
Algorithm 1. Estimate complete voltage magnitude interval matrix
from single node reading

1: whileNidx contains at least 1 element do
2: Initialize the N-vector of zeros
3: N(Nidx(1))←1
4: Calculate CL using (7)
5: for all Rows cl∈CLdo
6: if then
7: luc←cl·LN
8: luc(Nidx(1))←0
9: nnbn← index of non-zero element ∈luc
10: ifnnbn has not yet been estimated then

11: Concatenate Nidx and nnbn
12: ifnnbn < Nidx(1)then
13:
14:
15: else
16:
17:
18: end if
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: Mark Nidx(1) as estimated, and remove it from Nidx
23: end while

The idea behind the algorithm is to start from the node of the ac-
quired measurement and identify the lines connected to this node. This
process is described in lines 2 to 4 in Algorithm 1.

For each line under consideration luc, the two nodes connected to the
line are identified in line 7 of Algorithm 1. Then the node correspond-
ing to Nidx(1) is removed from the line under consideration, enabling an
identification of the neighbouring node nnbn, described in lines 8 and 9
of Algorithm 1.

The if-statement in line 12 is used to determine whether the nnbn
-node is closer to the root-node than the Nidx(1)-node, through examin-
ing the indexation. This entails that the indexation of nodes in the net-
work must increase away from the root node.

3. Case studies

The proposed method is tested using a modified version of an Euro-
pean LV feeder benchmark system. The European LV benchmark feeder
network from Cigré is considered and shown in Fig. 3[28]. An apparent
power base per phase of kVA and a line to neutral voltage
base of V is used.

All load points in the feeder of Fig. 3 are residential. In modern Eu-
ropean households, typical fuse ratings are at 13 A per phase, meaning
each household will have an absolute max current draw of 39 A equal
to approximately 9kW. The apparent power and power factor rating of
the original and modified LV feeders are given in Table 1. The modi-
fications of the Cigré feeder are based on the distribution of the node
R1 consumption to the remaining load points. This modification distrib-
utes the branch current loading within the network and thereby entails

Fig. 3. Cigré European LV benchmark network.

Table 1
Original and modified ratings of load points in Cigré network.

Node 1 11 15 16 17 18 All

[kVA] Original 200 15 52 55 35 47 404
Modified 0 54 90 90 72 81 387

cos(ϕ) 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Houses Original 22.2 1.7 5.8 6.1 3.9 5.2 44.9

Modified 0 6 10 10 8 9 43

4
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a distribution of the feeder voltage drops. For each of the remaining
load points, the original number of houses are estimated using the prior
assumed maximum residential consumption, and four additional houses
at each load point are implemented. This means the total consumption
in the modified network correspond to 96% of the original network.

Besides differences in the load point configurations, the LV grid in
Fig. 3 contains two different conductors. The lines connecting nodes R1
to R10 are all referred to as type 1, while the remaining lines are of type
2. The main difference between these conductors is apparent from [28],
where the cross sectional area of the two conductors is 240 and 50mm2,
respectively.

The LV feeder is used to execute three case studies, each with spe-
cific objectives.

1. Sensitivity analysis of parameters affecting the worst case line cur-
rents from a voltage deviation perspective.

2. Illustrate the interval estimation from single node measurements and
evaluate the granularity expected from the proposed methodology
while using multiple measurements within a short time period.

3. Evaluate the proposed method application considering different me-
ter distribution and accuracy scenarios.

3.1. Sensitivity analysis

For the first case study, the proposed worst case complex current is
identified for each line in the Cigré feeder using the optimization de-
scribed in Section 2.2.1 and the genetic algorithm (GA) solver. The re-
sulting phasor diagram is given in Fig. 4(a).

From Fig. 4(a) the dominating parameter in determining the worst
case current angle is the line impedance matrix while the current mag-
nitude has only a limited effect. This can further be used to simplify the
method application by only estimating the current angles for lines with
equal impedance regardless of the current magnitude.

In the proposed method, the voltage angles at the sending end are
assumed balanced. Here we can analyse this assumption through Monte
Carlo simulations where the sending end voltage angle is randomized
and unbalanced. The outcome of the probabilistic analysis is the correla-
tion between imbalance and the average receiving end voltage drop ex-
perienced using a constant line current and balanced sending end volt-
age magnitude. The Monte Carlo simulations are conducted for a repre-
sentation of each of the conductor types in the network as shown in Fig.
4(b).

The results in Fig. 4(b) further include the voltage drop during a
simplified situation where zero current phase shift is assumed. The dif-
ference in conductor geometry results in higher R/X ratios of type 2

than type 1, this consequently affects the voltage drop sensitivity to the
current angle where a lower R/X ratio gives larger difference between
the proposed method and the simplification. Furthermore, the distrib-
ution from the probabilistic analysis indicate how a smaller R/X-ratio
increases the voltage magnitude deviation sensitivity to the current an-
gle. Finally, Fig. 4(b) show that within the allowed VUF in distribution
networks according to EN 50160, the voltage magnitude deviation has
limited sensitivity towards the unbalance of the voltage angles at the
sending node in Fig. 2.

3.2. Assessment granularity

The benefits of the proposed method can be evaluated by estimating
the voltage intervals based on a measurement acquisition from 1 smart
meter at each of the load points, assuming each smart meter measures
and reports the voltage magnitude for each of the three phases of the
LV feeder. The evaluation is demonstrated using randomized operating
conditions with the apparent power and inductive power factor of each
load point and phase in Table 2.

With the load properties in Table 2, a power flow calculation is ex-
ecuted to retrieve the voltage magnitude at each node and phase us-
ing the DistFlow method described in [10], which is used as a repre-
sentation of the actual voltage profile of the feeder during the loading
described in Table 2. For each load point in Fig. 3, the voltage magni-
tude measurements of all phases are distorted by adding a random nor-
mal distributed error with zero mean and standard deviation,
. The standard deviation of the measurement error is based on an as-
sumed meter accuracy of ± 1% and that 3·σ encapsulates 99.7% of the
normal distributed probability density function. The distorted values are
used in the execution of Algorithm 1 and the resulting voltage assess-
ment for phase a is presented in Fig. 5.

Each of the load points in the modified feeder of Fig. 3 are high-
lighted in Fig. 5 by a gray ellipse with a colored edge. These ellipses il-
lustrates and encapsulates the voltage magnitude measurement interval
based on the acquired reading at the respective nodes. For each mea-
surement point, a maximum and minimum voltage profile is estimated
and shown in Fig. 5. This way, Fig. 5 shows how a single measurement
point gives a rough estimate of the voltage profile across entire feeder,
where it is narrowest at the point of measurement shown by the grey
ellipses. The assessment based on a single measurement offers value by
narrowing the possible operational region of voltage magnitudes. Ob-
serve how a measurement at node R11 limits the operational boundary
within the EN 50160 limits of ± 10% error from rated voltage.

In addition, Fig. 5 illustrates the value of utilizing the proposed
method when acquiring multiple measurements with small time delays.
This is shown by the estimation of voltage magnitude interval profiles

Fig. 4. Sensitivity analysis of parameters affecting the worst case line current estimation.
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Table 2
Load point phase parameter during voltage assessment evaluation.

Node 11 15 16 17 18

Phase a 17.4 29.0 50.5 21.0 70.8
[kVA] Phase b 16.8 28.0 85.8 43.8 64.0

Phase b 12.2 20.3 64.3 52.6 6.1
Phase a 0.94 0.99 1.00 0.95 0.96

cos(ϕ) Phase b 0.92 0.97 0.92 0.94 0.90
Phase b 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.96 0.96

Fig. 5. Phase a voltage magnitude assessment with load configuration in Table 2. Each set
of colored voltage magnitude profiles illustrate an estimation from acquiring a measure-
ment from each of the load points, R11, R15, R16, R17, and R18 are shown using red, yel-
low, purple, green, and light blue lines, respectively. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

for each of the five load points, (R11, R15, R16, R17, and R18). High-
lighting the region within the interval boundaries of all estimated pro-
files in green in Fig. 5, shows how it encapsulates the DistFlow resulting
voltage magnitude profile. Such voltage interval estimation enables the
operator to easily and quickly assess the need for more in-depth evalua-
tion of the feeder seen from a voltage security perspective.

The results in Fig. 5 also show the strength of the proposed method
in conditions where the ICT infrastructure is unable to transfer measure-
ments in a realible fashion. Such ability is visible by considering each of
the colored interval estimations in Fig. 5. If only a single measurement is
received, an interval of the feeder voltage profile will still be estimated
and transmitted to the operator. This way, the proposed method can uti-
lize minimal measurement acquisition and still inform the network op-
erator on the operational conditions within the feeder.

3.3. Application and performance

Evaluating the performance of the proposed method is done through
a probabilistic analysis of the method’s ability to capture the volt-
age profile from DistFlow results within the estimated interval. To
perform this analysis, Monte Carlo simulations with a population of
100,000 are performed, where the power flow is calculated using the

DistFlow method described in [10], and the voltage intervals are esti-
mated using the proposed method. For this analysis the voltage interval
estimation is performed through assuming an acquisition of measure-
ments from multiple meters within a short time period. The number of
measurement locations, and thereby number of estimated voltage inter-
vals for each of the Monte Carlo simulations is based on scenario specific
meter distributions. Furthermore, the assumed meter accuracy is varied
for evaluating the the method’s dependency on meter quality.

For the distribution of meters, and thereby the number of estimated
intervals, three scenarios are considered, one where meters are placed
at the nodes furthest away from the root node, that is at R15 and R18,
one where meters are placed at all load points R11, R15, R16, R17,
and R18 in Fig. 3, and one where meters placed at all nodes R1 to
R18 in the feeder. For the second and third meter acquisition scenarios,
DSSE could theoretically be implemented, however this requires han-
dling power consumption or node voltage angle information which is
not considered available for the proposed methodology. Furthermore,
three different meter accuracy conditions are assumed, where all meters
have an accuracy of ± 1%, ± 0.1%, and ± 0.01%, respectively.

To execute the probabilistic analysis, the apparent power of the
feeder load points is randomized within the rated apparent power given
in Table 1, and through an assumption that all residential load points
have integrated distributed generation through rooftop PV equivalent to
30% of their rated consumption. Additionally, the power factor is ran-
domized between 0.9 lagging and 0.9 leading. The results are analysed
by looking at instances where the voltage profile from the DistFlow re-
sults, is outside the narrowest estimated voltage interval considering an
estimation using measurements from multiple meters according to the
meter distribution scenario. The violation of the assessed boundaries are
registered per phase and node, meaning the total count of evaluations
is . The results of the probabilistic analysis are
given in Table 3.

The results in Table 3 show that there is a small risk of violating the
assessed voltage boundaries, meaning the proposed method is able to
fully encapsulate the voltage profile of the feeder in most cases. This risk
of wrongful estimation is evaluated to depend on the number of mea-
surement points collected, but is below 1% for all the different distribu-
tion scenarios. The inability to encapsulate the voltage profile is partly
due to the conversion of the measurement error the sensor classifica-
tion to an interval, which not encapsulates 100% of the possible error.
Furthermore, the assumed balanced sending end voltage when estimat-
ing the current angle entails a minor error as described in Section 3.1.
Finally, the nonlinearity of the optimization problem, the objective of
finding the worst current angle based on an average voltage deviation
for all three phases, and the imperfect accuracy of the genetic algorithm
all contributes to the violations.

Looking at the violation statistics of Table 3, it is seen that having
highly accurate sensors and a high performance of the data commu-
nication infrastructure supports the proposed method by limiting the
median and maximum violations. The highest violation is seen when
measurements are acquired from all load points and all sensors have
high rated measurement error. Here however, the violation is a most
1.8V which is less than 0.01 per unit. This extreme case is not common
as can be seen by the median which is around a tenth of the maximum
observed violation.

Table 3
Probabilistic analysis of voltage estimation violations in different meter distribution and accuracy scenarios.

Meters at R15 & R18 R11, R15, R16, R17 & R18 R1-R18

Meter accuracy ± 1% ± 0.1% ± 0.01% ± 1% ± 0.1% ± 0.01% ± 1% ± 0.1% ± 0.01%

Count 1617 1650 1637 4044 4041 3984 14560 14719 15485
0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 0.07% 0.07% 0.07% 0.27% 0.27% 0.29%

Median [mV] 152 15.3 1.56 155 15.6 1.65 156 15.8 1.68
Max [mV] 1446 127 38.1 1553 155 41.8 1788 177 325
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4. Application in modern LV networks

The proposed method considers each of the three phases and the
coupling between them, and can be implemented for feeders where line
segments are less than three-phased. With an estimation of the voltage
magnitudes in each of the phases of a radial distribution feeder, the net-
work operator can operate and plan the load and network expansion
more accurately, e.g. improving phase distribution of new residential
equipment. The potential unbalance between the phases can also be su-
pervised and controlled in long term.

The proposed method can also assist the network operator by indi-
cating potential risks where investments are necessary to improve over-
all security of the feeder. Since the proposed method requires few mea-
surements, it can be considered to run continuously and thereby further
help operating the system by determining different control actions, e.g.
reconfiguration or voltage compensation.

Observing the critical LV feeders requires the acquisition of mea-
surements. With the proposed method, smart meters are considered an
ideal acquisition device, since it is distributed within the network and
is customizable in its communication of measurements. For continuous
visibility of the network operation, the proposed method could be used
to incorporate asynchronized meter readings, or synthesize them in a
period, to gain higher accuracy. Furthermore, if the proposed method
identifies a feeder with very high voltage magnitude range for the ma-
jority of measurement nodes, possible investments in the ICT infrastruc-
ture could be identified and suggested.

5. Conclusion

Considering ICT infrastructure reliability limitations and issues with
data privacy of smart meter readings, this work aims at estimating the
voltage magnitudes in LV distribution feeders using existing ICT infra-
structure. A methodology based on knowledge of load point equipment,
and thereby line current intervals, is proposed. The methodology use
the idea of interval arithmetic, and with the acquisition of voltage mag-
nitudes from a single node in the LV feeder, the proposed method can
estimated the phase voltage magnitude interval boundaries for all nodes
in the feeder.

The line current interval estimation is evaluated through a sensitiv-
ity analysis, where the impedance matrix of the conductor is found to
have a greater impact on the worst case current estimation, than the
current magnitude through the conductor. Furthermore, the assumption
of balanced sending-end voltage used in the optimization is evaluated
and results show that only a minor impact is expected while considering
the EN 50160 standard requirements to the voltage unbalance factor.

A randomized load configuration and the corresponding power flow
results show the value of the proposed method. From this analysis, the
proposed method is shown to give the operator a means of evaluating
the voltage magnitude profile of a feeder through acquisition from a sin-
gle measurement point. Furthermore, the results indicate the benefits of
performing the proposed voltage assessment on multiple measurements
acquired with small delays. This utilization narrows the voltage magni-
tude boundaries giving the operator a more detailed view of the opera-
tion during quasi steady state operation.

The proposed method is evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations
and an analysis of the violations of the estimated boundaries. Although
the proposed method is unable to perform perfectly in any of the three
considered meter distributions and rated error scenarios, the method
encapsulates the voltage magnitude profile in more than 99% of the
simulated conditions. With these findings, possible areas of application
are discussed, including optimal asynchronism of meter acquisition, per
phase implementation planning, feeder risk assessment and identifica-
tion of critical feeders, and ICT investment planning.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the
online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijepes.2019.05.041.
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